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  * ASTM recognizes air watts as air power and is defined as “above the floor cleaning potential.”
 **Maximum amps refer to the potential amount of current if the power unit is running in a stand-alone 
   situation (no tubing or accessories attached).
       Average amps refer to the actual amount of current used when the power unit is in typical operation   
   (installed, with accessories attached).
*** ASTM draft F11.50.07 test method was used to determine dBA ratings. Sound levels were measured at 6' 

from the power unit. All power units were exhausted outdoors.

True CyCloniC®

Filtered CyCloniC™ 

Model

Recommended
Home Size
(sq. feet)

Sealed
Vacuum

(H2O lift) Volts
CFM
Max

Collection
Capacity
(gallons)

Level of
Quietness

       (decibels)***

260 up to 3,000 106" 110 371 120 12.6/10.5 5.5 70.1 dBA

Max/
Avg

    Amps**

466Q up to 5,000 121" 114 477 120 14.9/11.6 6 59.7 dBA

566Q up to 8,000 135" 118 535 120 15.6/12.0 6 60.7 dBA

760 up to 12,000 111" 224 824 120  27.2/22.2 6 67.8 dBA

960 up to 18,000 125" 232 990 120 29.0/21.0 13.5 70.9 dBA

DUAL MOTOR

DUAL MOTOR

FC300 up to 2,500 106" 115 422 120 11.2/9.9 4 73.7 dBA

FC550 up to 5,000 125" 121 520 120 14.0/11.3 6 64.2 dBA

FC650 up to 8,000 141" 124 575 120 15.7/12.4 6 62.8 dBA

FC1550    up to 18,000 128" 228 1010 240 13.4/11.6 6 66.0 dBA
DUAL MOTOR

Max Air
Watts*

Whisper

Whisper

Whisper

Quiet Series

Quiet Series

VACuFLO® SySteMS ARe Ide AL FOR NeW OR exIStINg HOMeS

healthy choices for a healthier home
Some thingS you do for your

A VACUFLO system can be installed in any home, regardless of its size or design. 
The resulting cleaning performance is efficient, powerful and proven. VACUFLO 
simply transports all vacuumed dirt and dust particles through a network of  
in-wall tubing directly to the power unit for cyclonic separation and elimination.

Installation of a VACUFLO system usually takes just one 
day, and no structural modifications are needed.

For maximum convenience and whole-house coverage, 
inlet valves are strategically placed throughout the home. 
To ensure the cleanest and quietest living space, the 
power unit is located in a remote area, typically the 
basement, garage, crawl space or utility room.

clean home ®

Clean air

the Cyclonic  

difference
VACUFLO® features Cyclonic 
Filtration Technology® (CFT™), a unique 
dual filtration process that utilizes cyclonic 
separation for primary filtration and either an 
outdoor exhaust (True Cyclonic® units) or pleated filter 
(Filtered Cyclonic™ units) for secondary filtration.

Unlike central vacuum systems that rely on permanent cloth filters, the 
powerful performance of VACUFLO will not decrease as dirt accumulates.

If you’re serious about eliminating dirt and allergens from your home, 
there’s only one choice: VACUFLO.

true Cyclonic® Filtered Cyclonic™
Incoming air and 
vacuumed debris

CFT™ creates a 
powerful centrifugal 
force that separates 
the debris from the 
airflow and forces 
96-98% of all 
vacuumed dirt into 
the dirt canister

Fine dust particles 
are exhausted 
outside (2-4% of all 
vacuumed dirt) 

Filter shroud 
enhances cyclonic 
performance 
allowing less than 
5% of fine dust 
particles to be 
exposed to and 
captured in the 
filter cartridge
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Cyclonic 
Filtration 
technology®

SuStAINed CLeANINg POWeR eQuALS MAxIMuM VACuuM  
PeRFORMANCe e VeRy tIMe

Environments for Living is a registered service mark
of Masco Contractor Services, Inc.



Full-Service Warranty 
VACUFLO’s Limited Lifetime Warranty covers all 
permanently installed components of your whole-house 
cleaning system for as long as you live in your home.  
The labor warranty offers additional protection, covering 
the cost of service calls made by your local VACUFLO 
Service Professional. True Cyclonic® +3  labor warranty 
covers service for the first three years of ownership, 
while the +1 Filtered Cyclonic™ warranty covers labor 
for the first year.

Our unmatched warranty is our commitment 
to you—our promise to deliver a whole-house 
cleaning system designed to deliver 
reliable performance year after year.   

turbine Powerhead Choices  
to Suit your Style
Our unique turbine-powered carpet brushes, the 
TurboCat® and TurboCat Zoom, deliver reliable, deep-cleaning 
vacuum performance for carpeted areas and rugs. Turbine 
powerheads carry a three-year warranty. 

TurboCat Zoom with Z-Tech Design offers features that enhance 
cleaning performance and quiet operation, including the  
Vac-n-Groom Brush Roller, expanded Air Intake, Multi-Port 
Base Plate, Run Silent Bearings, Silent Drive Belt, Pro-Tech 
Bumper and Easy-Glide Front Rollers.  

RugRat®

Designed with the same turbine-powered 
technology, the RugRat handheld brush cleans 
upholstery, stairs and auto interiors. 

TurboCat®  Zoom 
Turbine Powerhead

VACUFLO’s cyclonic vacuum units deliver powerful sustained cleaning performance,  
regardless of the size of home. VACUFLO’s exclusive Cyclonic Filtration Technology® (CFT™)  
ensures you are cleaning  with maximum vacuum performance every time you turn on the system.  

the Right Central Vacuum System  
for All your Cleaning Needs 

You probably take the quality of the air inside your home for 
granted. You assume it’s safe, clean and breathable. But the 
fact is, indoor air can be more polluted than outdoor air.

There are several reasons. Today’s homes are sealed more 
tightly, locking in allergens like pet hair and dander. 
Synthetic building materials and furnishings can release 
chemicals and fumes. Household products are formulated 
with chemicals that can be harmful. Even clean homes can 
collect as much as 40 pounds of dust per year.

Since most of us spend 90% of our time indoors, poor indoor 
air quality can affect health, safety and comfort, especially 
in children and the elderly. According to the U.S. EPA, indoor 
air pollution is America’s most serious environmental health 
problem. The American College of Allergists also reports   
that 50% of all illnesses are caused by, or aggravated by, 
polluted indoor air.

VACUFLO® Built-in Central Vacuum Systems™ eliminate 100% 
of vacuumed dirt, dust  and allergens for cleaner air and a 
healthier home.

Most portable vacuum cleaners can leave behind odors and 
dust particles you can see. These particles and allergens 
are spread around your home and recirculated into the air 
you breathe. 

The cyclonic power of VACUFLO eliminates odors and dust 
particles for a cleaner, healthier home.

True Cyclonic® Filtered Cyclonic™

electric Powerheads 
Electric powerheads like the Prestige and Electroglide® 
provide reliable cleaning performance.  Quick connections 
for wands and electrical cords, manual carpet height 
adjustment and easy maneuverability provide versatility 
and convenience. Electric powerheads carry a one-year 
manufacturer’s warranty.    

Versatile Cleaning Accessories & Kits for every Job in the House
VACUFLO’s cleaning accessories are designed to 
help you tackle big jobs with ease. From floor to 
ceiling, the garage to the family room, VACUFLO 
accessories deliver both convenience and powerful 
performance for hard surface flooring, rugs, walls, 
ceilings, draperies, upholstery and much more. 

Prestige
Electric Powerhead

Electroglide® 
Electric Powerhead

Put It ALL tOgetHeR FOR

whole-house cleaning convenience
LIKe KeePINg yOuR HOMe

clean, quiet & healthy

Lifetime
LIMITED 

WARRANTY

Upholstery Tool Dusting Brush VacPan™

turboCat
The original TurboCat features edge-to-
edge cleaning and a low profile for easy 
maneuvering under furniture.

turboCat Zoom—  
It’s NOt your Mother’s Vacuum

You want to do the best for your family. So what is the best 
way to ensure a clean living environment?


